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Today’s Talk

What is Social Media Analytics?

CS in a Nutshell 1: Natural Language 
Processing

CS in a Nutshell 2: Artificial Intelligence

CS in a Nutshell 3: Applying NLP & AI to 
Social Media Analytics

Examples



What is Social Media 
Analytics?

Analyzing social media to find
interesting phenomena caused by

 the interconnections
among users and information



Internet as Read-Only



Internet as Read-Write



Internet as Read-Write-
Share

Sharing a BBC news article by 
posting to Facebook profile

Sharing a New York Times 
article by posting to Twitter



Internet as Read-Write-
Share-Connect



The Changing Landscape 
of the Internet

User Information User Needs Relevance

Consumer Web Pages Information Topic-Based

Creator Reviews, 
Weblogs Opinions Polarity

Member of 
Communities

Network of 
Users & 

Information

Ideas, Issues, 
Viewpoints, 

People
Non-Topical 
Dimensions



Interesting Problems

What are people talking about in blogs? Online 
communities? Microblogs?

What are the “thoughts” and “opinions” 
expressed in those media?

Why are some blogs and communities more 
popular than others?

Who are the “friends” in our social web?



Interesting Problems



CS in a Nutshell
Part 1:

Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) 



NLP Problems
What is this article talking about?

Summarize the article in a few sentences.

Are these two articles talking about the same 
thing?

Is this saying that I should buy product A?

Is this saying that I should see movie B?

What does the author think about issue C?

Is this article for an expert or an everyday 
reader?



NLP Problems
What is this article talking about?

Summarize the article in a few sentences.

Are these two articles talking about the 
same thing?

Is this saying that I should buy product A?

Is this saying that I should see movie B?

What does the author think about issue C?

Is this article for an expert or an everyday 
reader?

Source:
nytimes.com

Source:
thestreet.com



NLP Problems
What is this article talking about?

Summarize the article in a few sentences.

Are these two articles talking about the same 
thing?

Is this saying that I should buy product A?

Is this saying that I should see movie B?

What does the author think about issue C?

Is this article for an expert or an everyday 
reader?
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Source: nytimes.com



NLP Problems
What is this article talking about?

Summarize the article in a few sentences.

Are these two articles talking about the same 
thing?

Is this saying that I should buy product A?

Is this saying that I should see movie B?

What does the author think about issue C?

Is this article for an expert or an everyday 
reader?

Source: nytimes.com



Document 
Representation

We need to turn a document into an instance 
of computational representation so that we 
can compute with it

Simplest Representation: Document as a set 
of words (with frequencies and probabilities)

word freq prob
ok 1 0.002

maybe 3 0.006
economic 5 0.010
inflation 4 0.008



Pre-Processing Steps

Stop-Word Removal -- Words that occur 
frequently in any document is not helpful 
(e.g., “the”, “this”, “you”, etc)

Stemming -- Unifying all tenses and 
morphological variations of a word (e.g., 
“going, goes, went” --> “go”)

Named Entity Recognition -- Identifying 
names of people, organizations, places, etc. 



Bag-Of-Words

word freq prob
ok 1 0.002

maybe 3 0.006
economic 5 0.010
inflation 4 0.008



CS in a Nutshell
Part 2:

Artificial Intelligence



A Problem in AI



Machine Learning
car

car

car

car

???

???

???

training testing



Classification

Many machine learning problems are 
classification problems

Does this belong to the “car” class?

Each object we wish to recognize forms a 
class

car class, people class, tree class

spam mail class, non-spam mail class



Features

We use “features” to simplify the 
classification problem

Features turn objects (images, documents, 
etc) into a set of numbers so that we can do 
computation over them

Examples: color histogram, bag-of-words, 
number of wheels, face/no face



Naive Bayes Classifier
A probabilistic model
1. compute the probability of an object 
belonging to a class, given the features
2. find the class with the highest probability



Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes Classifier assumes that all 
features are independent given the class

Compute the probabilities for all classes, and 
choose the class with the highest probability



Linear Classifier
positive instancesnegative instances

A linear classifier is a hyperplane that separates the positive and negative instances



Support Vector Machine
positive instancesnegative instances

Support Vectors are training instances that lie on the hyperplanes that maximize the 
margins between the classes



Clustering



Supervised vs 
Unsupervised

Supervised Learning

Labelled data for known classes

Example: object recognition

Unsupervised Learning

No labelled data

Unknown classes

Example: topic discovery



Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA)

topic distribution

topic

word
word distribution



CS in a Nutshell
Part 3:

Applying NLP & AI 
Techniques to Social 

Media Analytics



Ex 1: Political Blogs

Search political blogs with keywords such as 
“Obama”, “bailout”, “Iraq”

Classify the posts as Liberal or Conservative

Present the results in 3 different views for 
user study



Classification
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F-scores for different feature sets used 
in SVM for Political Blog Classification



User Study
View 1: Normal View (no tag)
View 2: Tagged View

View 3: Two-Column View



Results

Users’ Answers to 3 Questions about the 3 views

Users’ Preferences Among 3 Views and Reasons for the Preference



Ex 2: Topic Detection on 
a Very Large Dataset
Discovering newly emerging topics

Previous Work

Small (3,000~50,000 posts) dataset

Topics given

Our approach: Use a real-world scale dataset 
(millions of posts), with no given topics (pure 
discovery)



Large Dataset



Simple Metric for 
Detecting New Topics

word frequencies normalized word frequencies



Finding New Topics



Results



Example 3: Blog 
Influence Prediction
What characteristics of a blog make it an 
influential blog? 

Previous approaches have focused mostly on 
network characteristics

We combine network characteristics with 
content features to improve blog influence 
prediction



Definition of Influence

3 Levels of Influence:
Tier 1: 1~6
Tier 2: 6~36
Tier 3: 36 ~ 223



Content Analysis
Author-Topic Model (a variant of LDA)

author distribution

author

topic

word

topic distribution

word distribution



Network Analysis

Standard Network Metrics

Indegree

Outdegree

Totaldegree

Betweenness

Clustering Coefficient



Hybrid Learning Model

Network + Topic Features all thrown into a 
machine learning algorithm (Support Vector 
Machine) for predicting blog influence level



Results

Learning 
Model

Multi-Class 
Classification Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Topic 0.714 0.738 0.909 0.781

Network 0.809 0.861 0.947 0.809

Hybrid 0.882 0.909 0.939 0.916

Prediction Accuracies



Important Features

!

TABLE 5. Feature weights from a trained Network-Topic SVM model, Cosine Similarity Threshold = 0.5, 30% of blogs are used 

for training, and the other blogs are used for test. Weight on upper tier training instances is 8. Shadowed cells are features from 

the network analysis while the other cells are from the content analysis. 
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For Tier 1 (low influence blogs), network features are important.
For Tier 3 (high influence blogs), topic features are important.



Summary of Ex 1-3

Example 1: Political Blog Classification

Example 2: Topic Detection Using a Very 
Large Dataset

Example 3: Blog Influence Prediction
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